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Vietnamese
one of the most widely spoken member of Austroasiatic family

Facts

Recognized
officialy as a
minority language
in Czech Republic
Vocabulary has
borrowings from
Chinese and French

Around 85 million
people speaking
Vietnamese

In Hanoi, people mind
their own business as
long as you mind
yours
When there's a language barrier, Hanoi people are patient

6 periods Vietnamese

and inventive. Whenever a Western person does or says
something clumsy or culturally insensitive, they are

1.Pre-vietnamese

discreet. People in Hanoi seem to live their public lives in

2. Proto-Vietnamese

the key of C, for civil, frequently modulating to F -

3. Archaic Vietnamese

friendly. At times of course, they express anger (A sharp),

4. Ancient Vietnamese

blues (B flat) or desperation (D), but rather than

5. Middle Vietnamese

modulating their public behaviour to these keys, they just

6. Modern Vietnamese

shift from C to C minor or from F to F minor.
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Vietnamese has
linguistic etiquette
The strong Vietnamese sense of respect owed to age
shows in more than just grammar. Vietnamese
expresses many things in a fundamentally different
way from European languages. Information is
presented by means of other formulas, with other
types of words. At Hanoi Central Station, a public
panel with a timetable and some legal provisions isn't
captioned "Information" but "Dear travellers ought to
know". If you say "I was taken to the theatre", the
correct word for "was" can be "got" or something like
"endured", depending on whether you went gladly or
reluctantly.

Vietnamese does not
require you to learn a
new alphabet
Unlike English, Vietnamese spelling reflects
pronunciation pretty accurately. Pronunciation
is not easy as each word must be vocalised
according to one "tune" from a total repertoire
of 6. Fortunately, Vietnamese spelling is
helpful: 5 of the 9 diacritics are there to
indicate the correct tone; the 6th tone is
marked by the absence of these 5. Vietnamese
has no verbal conjugation, has no cases, no
plurals and Vietnamese words stay as they are.
They never change. Hard to believe, but true.
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Why it's hard to
learn it
The trouble with Vietnamese pronouns is that there
are so many. You do not simply say "I" and "you" there is a multitude of Is and yous to choose from,
partly depending on gender, but also on respect and
age. The pronoun you choose creates a specific type
of relationship. If the characters in a Vietnamese
dialogue use these pronouns "I" and "you", the first
thing to do is figure out, from context, who's junior
and who's senior, so you can tell which pronoun
refers to whom. Entirely different words again come
into play if the age difference is wider. Since
Vietnamese has no endings and no articles but too
many pronouns, it's all too easy to get utterly and
completely lost in a sentence.

Vietnamese language
learning
Many common Vietnamese words can be
verbs, nouns, prepositions or yet another part
of speech, with meanings that may or may not
be related.
In the colonial era (late 19th century and the
first half of the 20th) dozens, perhaps hundreds
of words were adopted, mostly cultural
novelties and technical innovations. Can you
identify the following? sô cô la , sâm banh,
giăm bông , kem , xi măng ?
In order it's : chocolate, champagne. ham
(jambon - French), creme and cement.
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